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Stereoscopic vision display technology in real-time
three-dimensional echocardiography-guided
intracardiac beating-heart surgery
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Objective: Stereoscopic vision display technology has been shown to be a useful tool

in image-guided surgical interventions. However, the concept has not been applied to

3-dimensional echocardiography-guided cardiac procedures. We evaluated stereo-

scopic vision display as an aid for intracardiac navigation during 3-dimensional echo-

cardiography-guided beating-heart surgery in a model of atrial septal defect closure.

Methods: An atrial septal defect (6 mm) was created in 6 pigs using 3-dimensional

echocardiography guidance. The defect was then closed using a catheter-based patch

delivery system, and the patch was attached with tissue mini-anchors. Stereoscopic

vision was generated with a high-performance volume renderer with stereoscopic

glasses. Three-dimensional echocardiography with stereoscopic vision display was

compared with 3-dimensional echocardiography with standard display for guidance

of surgical repair. Task performance measures for each anchor placement (N 5 32

per group) were completion time, trajectory of the tip of the anchor deployment

device, and accuracy of the anchor placement.

Results: The mean time of the anchor deployment for stereoscopic vision display

group was shorter by 44% compared with the standard display group: 9.7 6 0.9 sec-

onds versus 17.2 6 0.9 seconds (P , .001). Trajectory tracking of the anchor deploy-

ment device tip demonstrated greater navigational accuracy measured by trajectory

deviation: 3.8 6 0.7 mm versus 6.1 6 0.3 mm, 38% improvement (P , .01). Accu-

racy of anchor placement was not significantly different: 2.3 6 0.3 mm for the stereo-

scopic vision display group versus 2.3 6 0.3 mm for the standard display group.

Conclusion: Stereoscopic vision display combined with 3-dimensional echocardiog-

raphy improved the visualization of 3-dimensional echocardiography ultrasound im-

ages, decreased the time required for surgical task completion, and increased the

precision of instrument navigation, potentially improving the safety of beating-heart

intracardiac surgical interventions.

T
echniques for intracardiac reconstructive surgery in the beating heart offer the

promise of avoiding cardiopulmonary bypass while still achieving full repair.

The development of reliable imaging tools has been one of the fundamental

obstacles to the progress of intracardiac beating-heart surgery. To accomplish the

operation safely, the operator has to visualize and manipulate rapidly moving delicate

anatomic structures inside a beating heart, in the presence of blood, relying on visual

feedback. Real-time 3-dimensional echocardiography (RT3DE) has been shown to be

a viable imaging tool for guiding such interventions.1,2 RT3DE systems provide

ample intraoperative assessment of intracardiac anatomy and enable navigation of

surgical instruments toward the target inside the beating heart. To improve the safety

of this approach, some technologic advances are needed. In current systems, acquired

3-dimensional (3D) volume data are projected on a conventional 2-dimensional (2D)

display where the depth of field is rendered by varying shades of gray. Therefore,
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
2D 5 2-dimensional

3D 5 3-dimensional

3DE 5 3-dimensional echocardiography

3DUS 5 3-dimensional ultrasound

ASD 5 atrial septal defect

RT3DE 5 real-time 3-dimensional echocardiography

SV 5 stereoscopic vision

while operating under RT3DE guidance, the surgeon may not

have an adequate display of intracardiac structures in 3D

space and must rely on indirect evidence for depth perception

and position of the instruments within the heart.

Recent advances in computer graphics technology have

enabled processing of large volumes of 3D data in real

time. To use this technology and to take full advantage of

3D ultrasound (3DUS) data for guiding surgery, pre-volume

rendered data were streamed to an external computer for vol-

ume rendering. Volumetric data sets were then rendered in

real time to generate offset images on a stereoscopic vision

(SV) display. The purpose of this study was to determine

whether the custom-built SV display improved performance

during RT3DE-guided beating-heart surgery in a model of

atrial septal defect (ASD) creation and repair.

Materials and Methods
Stereoscopic Vision Display Technology

Rendering algorithm. To allow real-time stereoscopic visualiza-

tion, the system must render 30 MB of data every second. This was

accomplished by harnessing the computation power of consumer-

level graphics processing units.3,4 The fundamental advantage of

programmable graphics processing units is their ability to execute

highly parallelized routines (shaders). Our implementation uses

shaders to cast rays through the volumetric data set in a ray-per-pixel

fashion. The intensity (Ibuffer) and opacity (abuffer) are compounded

by sampling the volumetric data set along the projection ray as equa-

tions 1 and 2:

Ibuffer5Ibuffer1
�
12abuffer

�
asampleIsample (1)

abuffer5abuffer1
�
12abuffer

�
asample (2)

The renderer was implemented in DirectX 9.0c using the Pixel

Shader 3.0 API on a GeForce FX 7800 (nVidia Corp, Santa Clara,

Calif) with 256 MB RAM. The support of hardware loops allows

for implementation of the sampling process in a single rendering

pass. When rendering typical 3DUS volumetric data sets of size

128 3 48 3 204 in full-screen mode (640 3 480 screen resolution),

the renderer maintains highly interactive frame rates of 70 frames per

second and above, which provides real-time stereoscopic imaging.

System. RT3DE data were obtained using the X4 matrix trans-

ducer on a SONOS 7500 system (Philips Medical Systems, Andover,

Mass). The streaming volumes, typically 128 3 48 3 204 voxels,

were produced at 25 Hz and sent over a transmission control proto-
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col/Internet protocol network to a personal computer running the ren-

dering algorithm described above. As the data were received from the

ultrasound system, the renderer immediately displayed the volume to

a conventional 19-inch cathode-ray tube monitor positioned in front

of the surgeon. The high frame rate rendering allows for stereoscopic

viewing via stereoscopic liquid crystal display shutter-glasses

(eDimensional, West Palm, Fla). Left eye and right eye views are ren-

dered from alternating the position and orientation of the volumetric

data set and synchronized with the glasses shutter rate (Figure 1). By

wearing the shutter-glasses, the surgeon uses the stereo-rendered

3DUS data for guiding a surgical procedure as he/she controls the

surgical instruments.

Study Design
The experimental protocol was approved by the Children’s Hospital

Boston Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All animals

received humane care in accordance with the 1996 Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, recommended by the US

National Institute of Health.

Six Yorkshire pigs weighing 70 to 80 kg were anesthetized by in-

tramuscular injection of tiletamine/zolazepam (7 mg/kg) and xyla-

zine (4 mg/kg) and intubated with a cuffed endotracheal tube and

ventilated with a pressure control ventilator (Healthdyne 105;

Healthdyne Technologies, Marietta, Ga). Anesthesia was main-

tained with 2% isoflurane. A median sternotomy was performed;

a few stay sutures were placed on the pericardium to optimize access

to the right atrium. The ultrasound transducer was inserted into

a sleeve (CIVCO Medical Instruments, Kalona, Ia) filled out with

an ultrasound gel (Parker Laboratories, Inc, Fairfield, NJ) providing

approximately 2 cm of stand-off. The outer surface of the sleeve was

watered with 0.9% sodium chloride solution and applied to the sur-

face of the right atrium. Two purse-string sutures of 3-0 polypropyl-

ene were placed on the right atrial appendage for instrument

insertion. After heparin was intravenously administered (100 U/

kg), an ASD was created solely under RT3DE guidance as previ-

ously described.1,2 First, a transseptal puncture was performed,

and a balloon catheter was inserted across the septum. After balloon

atrial septostomy, the defect was enlarged with a Kerrison bone

punch. Then, the defect was closed using an originally designed

catheter-based patch delivery system, as previously described.2

The patch was attached around the defect by Nitinol mini-anchors

deployed with an anchor delivery device under RT3DE control (Fig-

ure 2). For these experiments, the frame of the patch delivery device

was left inside the heart as a reference point for a measurement of the

accuracy of anchor placement.

RT3DE with SV display (group 1) was compared with RT3DE

with standard 2D display (group 2) for guidance of ASD closure.

Task performance measures for each anchor placement were com-

pletion time, trajectory of the tip of the anchor deployment device,

and accuracy of the anchor placement. The starting point for the

completion time and the trajectory was the moment when the sur-

geon first noticed the tip of the device on the echocardiography

display (Figure 2). The trajectories were measured with electromag-

netic tracking beads (Flock of Birds; Ascension Technologies, Bur-

lington, Vt) as previously described.5 The tracker was fixed to the

handle of the anchor deployment device. The ideal trajectory is a

straight line from the starting point to the target. Differences

between the instrument trajectory and a straight line are quantified

using equation 3:
cic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Volume 135, Number 6 1335
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Figure 1. The volumetric data set of the cre-
ated ASD (arrowheads) is sampled using paral-
lel projection. Rays are cast simultaneously in
a front-to-back fashion through the 3DUS data.
Left eye and right eye views are separately
generated by rendering the 3DUS volume
from 2 viewpoints skewed by angle a. LA,
Left atrium; RA, right atrium.
D5
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(3)

D is the RMS distance between each data point (ptraj,i) acquired and

the closest point (pline,i) on the line between the starting and end point.

Finally, the heart was excised and the accuracy of anchor placement

was measured as an average of the distances between the anchors.

Statistical Analysis
Analysis of the time required for complete anchor deployment, the

tool-tip trajectory deviation, and the accuracy of each anchor place-

ment was performed with the Student t test using Matlab (Version

R2006B, MathWorks, Natick, Mass).

Disclosures and Freedom of Investigation
The equipment and technology used in the study were purchased us-

ing academic funds. The authors had full control of the design of the

study, methods used, outcome measurements, analysis of data, and

production of the written report.

Results
Atrial Septal Defect Creation
The ASDs in both groups were created solely under RT3DE

guidance with a standard 2D display. The mean ASD diam-

eter measured by 2D color Doppler echocardiography jet was

not significantly different for the SV display group (6.1 6 1.0

mm; range 5.4–7.3 mm) compared with the standard display

group (6.2 6 0.7 mm; range 5.5–6.2 mm) (P 5 .9).

Atrial Septal Defect Closure
An equal amount of the anchors (N 5 32) was deployed in

each group. We used the patch with the same diameter
1336 The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Ju
(15 mm) for all ASD closures in both groups. There were sig-

nificant differences in speed and precision of instrument nav-

igation between the 2 groups. The mean time of the anchor

deployment for the SV display group was shorter by 44%

compared with the standard display group: 9.7 6 0.9 seconds

versus 17.2 6 0.9 seconds (P , .001) (Figure 3, A). Anchor

deployment device-tip trajectory tracking demonstrated

greater navigational accuracy measured by means of trajec-

tory deviation analysis. With SV RT3DE guidance, trajectory

deviation decreased from 6.1 6 0.3 mm to 3.8 6 0.7 mm,

a 38% improvement (P , .01) (Figure 3, B). Typical paths

for task completion are presented in Figure 4. Accuracy of an-

chor placement was not significantly different: 2.3 6 0.3 mm

for the SV display group versus 2.3 6 0.3 mm for the standard

display group (Figure 3, C). Sample postmortem photographs

from animals are demonstrated in Figure 5.

Discussion
We observed that a custom-built real-time stereoscopic display

of 3DUS images of the intracardiac structures significantly im-

proves the surgeon’s ability to navigate an instrument inside

the beating heart. Stereoscopic display of 3D images improved

the time of task completion and minimized deviation from an

ideal trajectory, although accuracy of anchor placement was

not improved.

To understand these findings, it is important to view the

process of image-guided patch fixation as having 2 steps.

The first step is advancement of the instrument from the inser-

tion point at the right atrial free wall toward the target, the

ASD patch. In this step, the surgeon relies on visual informa-

tion to identify and track the surgical instrument and the car-

diac structures within the field of view. For this task, the SV
ne 2008
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display provides a notable advantage over a conventional 2D

display in the ability to navigate the instrument precisely, rap-

idly, and safely (Figures 3 and 4). The second step is patch

attachment by deploying the anchor through the patch and

underlying tissue. In this second step, once contact between

the anchor deployment instrument and the patch material

has been established, the operator performs fine positioning

of the tool tip on the patch and deploys the anchor. For the

second task, the surgeon relies less on visual information

provided by the ultrasound image and considerably more on

the tactile feedback from the contact with the patch polyester

and the frame of the patch deployment device. The extent

of operator experience with the procedure plays a significant

role in accuracy of anchor placement. In our series, all the

experiments were done by an operator who had significant ex-

perience with beating-heart intracardiac 3D echocardiogra-

phy (3DE)-guided procedures. This may explain why there

was no significant advantage of SV display in accuracy of an-

chor placement when compared with the 2D display. Because

the first step of the procedure was done by the same operator, it

is important to recognize that the SV display improved the

speed of task performance and deviation from ideal instru-

ment trajectory even when the operator had significant expe-

rience with the procedure. Subjectively, in all the SV RT3DE

experiments the surgeon experienced greater confidence in

instrument manipulation inside the beating heart using SV

RT3DE for navigation.

In 3DUS diagnostic imaging, investigators first attempted

to use the benefit of SV displays a decade ago.6-8 The technol-

ogy in ultrasound imaging has made significant progress since

that time. The ease of data acquisition, real-time 3D render-

ing, ability to focus on a specific anatomic structure, and a va-

riety of additional quantification tools have enabled virtually

routine application of 3DUS in cardiology practice.9 How-

ever, stereoscopic viewing of the 3DUS data has not been

widely accepted. This can be partially explained by the ab-

sence of commercially available and easy to use stereoscopic

visualization tools. In addition, experienced echocardiog-

raphers are able to diagnose most of the lesions using

currently available 2D ultrasound and 3DUS techniques,

although no studies have been performed comparing diagnos-

tic abilities of the subjects using advanced SV versus conven-

tional displays.

SV display in image-guided minimally invasive surgical

interventions was first introduced in the early 1990s.10,11 Sev-

eral studies compared surgical performance in optical

Figure 2. Sequence of RT3DE images illustrating ASD patch clo-
sure. A, Self-expanding Nitinol frame (blue arrowheads) with
the polyester patch is deployed and covers the ASD. B-D, The
surgical task is demonstrated. The anchor deployment device
(red dashed line) is advanced toward the target spot on the patch,
and the Nitinol anchor is deployed attaching the patch to the
septum. E, Final view of the deployed anchor (red arrow).
cic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Volume 135, Number 6 1337
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Figure 3. Task completion times (A),
mean anchor deployment device tip
trajectory deviations (B), and anchor
placement accuracy (C). *P < .001,
**P < .01. Error bars indicate standard
error.
endoscopy-guided procedures using various SV technologies

versus standard 2D displays, both in a laboratory and clinical

setting.12-20 Some of the investigators suggested that the use

of SV displays in endoscopic imaging had minor or no advan-

tage for experienced laparoscopic surgeons but had a remark-

able benefit for novices,13-16 whereas others did not find

a significant difference.17-20 With the improvements in imag-

ing technologies and introduction of high-definition display

systems, investigators did not find a notable advantage in

SV systems compared with a 2D high-definition display pre-

sentation.21 When a high-definition optical image is projected

on a 2D screen, the operators are able to effectively use posi-

tional cues and rely on their previous experience to navigate

the tip of an instrument and accurately manipulate the tissue.

However, when SV was merged with high-resolution dis-

plays, as in the da Vinci telemanipulation system (Intuitive

Surgical, Mountain View, Calif), an advantage of SV imaging

was demonstrated in robotically assisted surgical procedures.

Several reports have described that operators benefited from

receiving additional depth information while manipulating

in a limited space and relying solely on visual information

with no haptic feedback.22,23

For control and navigation of surgical instruments to

repair defects inside the beating heart, precise volumetric

(3D) real-time imaging is required, because surgeons must

recognize and manipulate delicate cardiac tissues within

a rapidly moving and geometrically complex structure. In

endoscopic procedures, surgeons traditionally are trained to

base their judgments as to instrument navigation and tissue

manipulation primarily on direct vision via optical endo-

scopic imaging. However, ultrasound imaging does not

have the spatial resolution of optical imaging, and therefore

the ability of the surgeon to identify surgical instruments

and instrument position with respect to the target tissue is
1338 The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Ju
more limited. Although spatial resolution of current 3DUS

systems has improved significantly when compared with sys-

tems available only a few years ago, the lack of fine detail

makes interpretation of the depth of field difficult. The usual

cues used by endoscopic surgeons to provide positional infor-

mation of instruments within the field of view are not readily

available with 3DUS imaging. We therefore hypothesized

that stereoscopic displays would provide significantly better

spatial information and depth perception to the surgeon com-

pared with conventional 2D displays, even if the latter used

high-definition cathode-ray tubes. Our findings confirm our

hypothesis, even for an experienced endoscopic surgery

operator.

Alternative imaging techniques for visualization inside the

beating heart in real time have been described, including

video-assisted cardioscopy using visible wavelength light.2,24

Although video-assisted cardioscopy offers detailed, high-

magnification pictures of the target and provides greater con-

fidence for fine instrument manipulations, depth of field is

extremely limited and the scope window must be pressed di-

rectly against the target structures for visualization.2 Fiber op-

tic infrared endoscopy was recently introduced to overcome

the depth of field problem, because the wavelength used per-

mits transmission through blood for a few millimeters.25 The

depth of field, however, is still less than 1 to 2 cm, making nav-

igation through adult-sized cardiac structures difficult, requir-

ing the use of other imaging techniques (eg, fluoroscopy). An

additional limitation of current infrared systems is a relatively

low frame rate, which requires significant computer process-

ing for real-time imaging. Unlike intracardiac optical or

infrared imaging, the ultrasound-based systems provide an

opportunity to visualize a considerable volume of cardiac

blood and tissue, which the optical imaging techniques cannot

penetrate.
ne 2008
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Figure 4. Typical paths for task completion using
SV display (A) and standard display (B). The solid
red line is the graphic representation of the an-
chor deployment device tip path from the starting
point (black arrow) to the target spot (white ar-
row). The dashed blue line is an optimal trajec-
tory.
Study Limitations
The experiments were done by a single operator with signifi-

cant experience in endoscopic surgery and image-guided beat-

ing-heart surgery. Therefore, we were not able to compare the

effect of SV 3DE on this task performance between individ-

uals with various levels of surgical experience. However,

our group previously reported the results of the performance

evaluation study with an in vitro task in an ultrasound tank

where the same stereo-rendering algorithm described above

was used.26 Sixteen subjects (3 groups) with various experi-

ences in endoscopic surgery were asked to perform in vitro

surgical tasks with the surgical robot (Intuitive Surgical).

Tasks error rates decreased by 50% with an SV display across

all the groups, and all subjects completed tasks 28% faster with

the stereo-display 3DUS compared with standard-display

3DUS, which corresponds to the results of the present study.
The Journal of Thor
Clinical Applications
Recent reports of new image-guided beating-heart interven-

tions, including transapical aortic valve and periventricular

pulmonary valve implantation,27,28 mitral valvuloplasty,29

and septal defects closure,30 demonstrate increasing interest

by the surgical community in such procedures and technolo-

gies. With the improved image quality of 3DUS, the comple-

mentary use of SV display technology would allow operators

to precisely navigate various tools inside the beating heart for

repair while minimizing trauma to neighboring structures.

This, together with the development of new tools for such

interventions, would enable the closure of complex septal

defects, the removal of extra tissue inside the outflow tracts,

and the potential repair of delicate, rapidly moving struc-

tures, such as mitral or aortic valve leaflets in the beating

heart.
acic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Volume 135, Number 6 1339
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Figure 5. Sample postmortem photographs of the
deployed patch and the anchors. SV display (A)
and standard display (B).
Conclusions
Our study demonstrates that SV 3DE technology has signif-

icant advantages over the conventional display when used to

guide beating-heart intracardiac surgical interventions. SV

display combined with 3DE improved the visualization of

3DUS images, decreased the time required for surgical task

completion, and increased the precision of instrument navi-

gation, potentially improving procedure safety.
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